2014 LPC Contest Results

Category 1: Most Improved Publication (James Flanagan Award)
1st: Cow Country: The official magazine of the Wyoming Stock Growers
Association
In judging this category, I really looked for improvements in every aspect
of the publication. Improvement in layout, articles, ad placement, and
over all visuals were the reason Cow Country won. Several entries did
not appear to have any visual improvement.
Category 2: Association Publication
1st: The Cattleman magazine/ Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association; The Cattleman; Ellen H. Brisendine
2nd: America’s Horse; America’s Horse; Writers: America’s Horse Staff Designers: America’s Horse Staff
I really looked for a great layout throughout, a nice design and font
choice. The winning publication had all these qualities as well as a good
balance of advertisement vs. content. It had educational articles and social photos, which added a touch of personalization.
Category 3: Non-Association Publication
1st: Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Publishing; Progressive Dairyman/Progressive Cattleman staff and editors Walt Cooley, Karen Lee,
Emily Caldwell
The winning entry is a very thorough publication. It contains key industry articles and information, spoke of industry trends, concerns and all
things important to its readers and the industry of focus.

Category 4: Newspaper
1st: Tri-State Livestock News; Carrie Stadheim - Editor, Maria Tussing Copy Editor
2nd: Ozarks Farm and Neighbor; Lynzee Glass, Melissa Fuller and Eric
Tietze
HM: Hereford World Tabloid; Hereford World Staff
Impressive is the first word that comes to mind when evaluating the entries in this category. Impressive from front page to back page in terms of
size of publication, amount of editorial content, overall design and readability. Content included technical information, down home stories and
everything in between. Very well done and each provided a snap shot of
agriculture and the people who make their living from agriculture in
their area.
Category 5: Newsletter
1st: Angus Beef Bulletin Extra; September and December 2013; Angus
Beef Bulletin Staff
2nd: Dairy Today; eUpdate- December; Cathy Merlo and Dairy Today
editorial team
HM: Angus Journal; Directions; Craig Simmons
Lots of valuable information packed into timely, easy to read formats.
Newsletters carried a lot of diverse, yet applicable information. The layouts really pulled the reader into the material easily.

Category 6: Web site
1st: Dairy Today
2nd: Tri-State Livestock News; www.tsln.com
Both are good sites and cover a lot of information. The winning site is
clean, well organized and while it covers so much info, it does so in an
organized way. Websites should have all pertinent information for contacting the company as clear as possible too because maybe all I want to
do is call you. Keeping sites dynamic and up to date is critical in this fast
paced world. Both are good entries, one just edges the other one out.

Category 7: Special Issue (100 pages or less)
1st: Tri-State Livestock News; Horse Roundup; Carrie Stadheim - Editor,
Maria Tussing - Copy Editor, Liz Hergert - Designer, Dianna Palmer Special Sections Coordinator
2nd: Western Livestock Journal; Commercial Cattle; Western Livestock
Journal
HM: The American Brahman Review; National Brahman Show Issue;
American Brahman Review Staff
A special issue should provide the reader an in-depth look at the subject
or theme. It needs to have a clear direction and precise information. The
first and second place entries really stood out among the other entries
and were over-all very nice special issues.

Category 8: Special Issue (more than 100 pages)
1st:Hereford World; Spotlight on Service; Hereford Publications staff
1st: The American Brahman Review; Junior Issue; The American Brahman Review staff
An important question I ask when looking at a special issue is “Is the
theme of the special issue carried throughout the issue?”
Both deserve the first place. Both have great covers. It was a difficult
decision because the top two when compared both had 1st place qualities.
In discussing what special issue means, felt both magazines had a good
plan to create a “special issue” and achieved their goal. American
Brahman Review had a very young, hip style throughout which fit the
theme of youth issue. Hereford World had a lot of planning into editorial
selections and content. Overall Hereford World is a little cleaner, but
American Brahman Review achieved the goal of youth focus.
Other two entries did not carry the overall theme of a special issue as
well as I would of liked. Both were good, just not deserving of first place.

Category 9: Event/Show Program
1st: Tri-State Livestock News; Black Hills Stock Show and Rodeo; Carrie
Stadheim- Editor; Maria Tussing- Copy Editor; Liz Hergert – Designer;
Dianna Palmer –Special Sections Coordinator
2nd: Dairy Today; World Dairy Expo Official Program; Jim Dickrell;
Rick Mooney; Lori Hays and Sara Brown
HM: Lessiter Publications; 2013 IHCS Program; Frank Lessiter
First place had an attractive cover, and was very well organized and
clean. Good editorial design was consistent and identifiable. I really
liked how the schedule was clean and did not jump around. Cover gave
event a classy feel. Based upon the number of ads in it – it is a very well
supported event.
The other two, while nice publications that did accomplish their goals
nicely, the 1st just rose to the top.

Category 10: National Show Coverage
1st: Angus Journal; NWSS coverage 2013; Mary Black
2nd: Paint Horse Journal; Come One, Come All; Paint Horse Journal staff
Show coverage is meant to show the reader what happened and to know
what went on. The top two captured that extremely well. Angus edged
out second place because of the amount of detail it contained. I really enjoyed seeing candid photos as opposed to all show pictures.
Category 11: Single Article Layout & Design
1st: America’s Horse; “In the Thick of It”; Justin Foster
2nd: The American Quarter Horse Journal; “Borrow a Trainer”; David
Brown
HM: Angus Journal; “More Climate Change Coming”; Craig Simmons
HM: America’s Horse; “Riding into History”; Clint Swearingen
Quality ran deep in this 21-entry category of Single Article Layout &
Design. The entries that rose to the top combined stunning and colorful
photography or demonstrative illustrations with visually appealing headlines that draw the reader into the story. The top entries effectively used
simple, easy-to-read fonts with design elements such as subheads, color
blocks, pull quotes and effective white space to guide the reader through
the text.
My criticisms of the entries in this category are few, but as a whole, the
top entries better used uncomplicated, bright, clean artwork that distinguishes the editorial from the highly designed ads that are common in
most publications. Congratulations to all the entries in this category for
a nice job of using design to tell the story.

Category 12: Cover, Association
1st: America’s Horse; Capturing Horses with a Camera; David Stoeklein
– photographer; Justin Foster- designer
2nd: Angus Journal; August 2013; Craig Simmons
America’s Horse
This cover was very vibrant and eye-catching. It was the one that immediately caught my attention. The photo really shows and makes the
power of the horse very clear.
Angus Journal
Really loved the vintage look of this cover. It give the magazine a very
classy feel.

Category 13: Cover, Non-Association
1st: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; September 2013; Ben Hudson –
Photographer
2nd: Progressive Farmer/DTN; cattlelink Genetic Gold; Sam Wirzba Photographer
HM: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; October 2013; Andrew Hancock
– Photographer
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine
The innocence of a child really draws the reader’s attention. Makes you
wonder what was happening and what the child was thinking. I like that
it makes the reader think.
Progressive Farmer/DTN
An odd number provides balance to an image. Anything in 3’s is good!
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine
This image is pure action. The colors of the silks really jump out in contrast to the dark background. Very nice image.
Category 14: Cover, Newspaper
1st Place: High Plains Journal; Better sorghum seed = better harvest results; Heather Noll
2nd: High Plains Journal; Red Angus breeder cares for land, cattle;
Heather Noll
High Plains Journal; Better sorghum seed = better harvest results
The crops really stand out. Makes a powerful statement about feeding
America.
High Plains Journal; Red Angus breeder cares for land, cattle; Heather Noll
Really enjoy the fact that this image shows their attentiveness

Category 15: Published Editorial Photography
1st: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Los Alamitos; Andrew Hancock
2nd Place: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Lone Star Park; Andrew
Hancock
All the entries in this category are the work of very talented photographers. Really capture their subject and bring it to life for the viewer. It
was very hard to choose a favorite with so many high quality pictures.
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Los Alamitos
These images included very nice usage of shadows and reflections. Lots
of action and plenty of variation in the images.
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Lone Star Park
The power of a horse in competition is captured beautifully within these
pictures. Makes the viewer feel as though they are right down on the rail
and can feel the rush of wind as the horses thunder by.

Category 16: Single Photo or Graphic Illustrating an Article
1st: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; The Big Picture; Andrew Hancock
2nd: Angus Beef Bulletin; Pen Rider; Troy Smith
HM: The American Quarter Horse Journal; Palomino in Spin; Tara Matsler
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine
A unique and eye-catching alternative to a typical group picture. It is a
circle of life, circle of prayer. After it grabs your attention, it provides
lots of visual stimuli and allows the viewer to really study the detail of
each jockey.
Category 17: Production/Management Article, Association
1st: America’s Horse; “The ‘Easy’ Button”; Dr. Lydia Gray
2nd: The Cattleman; “Cows and Horses Eat the Same Things, Right? Yes
and No”; Gary Digiuseppe
HM: Angus Journal; “Swing for the Fence”; Kasey Brown
America’s Horse
It has it all: Interesting, simple, and descriptive headline; excellent lead
that puts the theme in perspective; loads of detail; two vital sidebars;
and a writing style that virtually demands you keep turning the pages.
The Cattleman
The best headline I saw, plus taking a subject to which everybody probably thought they knew the answer only to be proved wrong while receiving sound advice like from a good friend.
Angus Journal
An excellent lead, the combining of research and ranch experience, and
an almost sure-fire convincer of readers to change an important management technique.

Category 18: Marketing Article, Association
1st: Paint Horse Journal; Marketing Paints Abroad; Milton C. Toby
2nd: Angus Journal; A Helping Hand Adds Value; Kasey Brown
HM: Illinois Beef Magazine; September/October 2013; Jill Johnson
New information and new twists on the old topic of marketing were presented in very interesting ways. Strong quotes from subjects in articles
combined with facts really added to reader’s interest level. Nice use of
sidebars to add information.

Category 19: Technical Article, Association
1st: The American Quarter Horse Journal; Structure in Detail – May
2013; Christine Hamilton
2nd: Paint Horse Racing; Sum of the Parts; Tracy Gantz
HM: The American Quarter Horse Journal; College Prep; Tara Christiansen
These were excellent articles. Even a novice in the area could read, understand and learn from these articles. The category was loaded with excellent pieces and it was very difficult narrowing the choices down to
three. The graphics worked well with several of these top articles, enhancing the reader’s opportunity to learn even more. Also, I enjoyed the
wide variety of subjects in the category

Category 20: Feature/Human Interest, Association
1st: Paint Horse Journal; “Lady Loopers”; Rebekah L. Holt
2nd: Seedstock Edge; “It’s Not Easy Making One this Good”; Katie
Maupin
HM: The American Quarter Horse Journal; “Keeping it in the Family”;
Tara Matsler
HM: The Cattleman; “Inside the Fences”; Carol Hutchison
This category is about people. I looked at strong, detailed, compelling
stories about interesting people in the livestock industry. Stories that didn’t make the cut either didn’t have a sharp enough focus on people,
weren’t told in a compelling enough way or lacked some polish in the
writing. The best stories featured interesting topics, a clear focus, lively
language, tight writing, good transitions, and active quotes and were
well-organized. Great writing shows a passion for sharing something interesting.

Category 21: Instructional Story, Association
1st: America’s Horse; “From ‘Cinchy’ to Steady”; Writer: Brent Graef,
Photographer: Holly Clanahan
2nd: Angus Journal; “Protecting Your Pond”; Writer: Linda Robbins
HM: Paint Horse Journal; “From Start to Show”; Writer: Jessica Hein
The writers did an excellent job of taking the reader step by step through
the topics they covered, and offering additional resources for further instruction.

Category 22: Producer/Farm/Ranch profile, Association
1st: America’s Horse; “Talking About the ‘50s”; Jim Jennings
2nd: Hereford World, “Serving the Breed”; Angie Stump Denton,
HM: The American Quarter Horse Journal; “Life in Blue and Yellow”;
Larri Jo Starkey,
I’ve judged a goodly number of journalism contests over the years.
While doing this work, I’ve found it expeditious to as I finish each article
to locate it into one of three piles: Excellent, almost as good, and O. K.
but….
Let me summarize my overall impression by saying that there were no
“O. K. but….” entries and relatively few “almost as good” articles. And,
there were some complex subjects covered in not only necessary detail,
but interestingly, too. In each category any one of a half-dozen articles
could be justified as winning an award—they were that good and that
close. Oh, well, whoever said that judging should be easy?
Bottom line: These people are pros, and should be able to hold their
own working on just about any magazine, agricultural or not.
America’s Horse
A darn interesting look at the history and present picture of one of America’s most famous ranches. It begins with a personal touch that any farm
writer can appreciate and the rest provides details and vignettes that
keep you reading.
Hereford World
Is an excellent example of how to paint a portrait of an organization’s respected leader. What brings it up to award status is the lengthy sidebar of
questions and pithy answers by the subject.
The American Quarter Horse Journal
Illustrates a couple’s most interesting combination of an almost daily
saving of lives and raising and training horses. This article could also go
into a number of consumers, non-ag magazines.

Category 23: Production/Management Article, Non-Association
1st: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Be Ready for Foaling; Ben Hudson
2nd: Dairy Today; Putting People First: Jim Dickrell
HM: High Plains Journal; Efficiency is Important to Hay Grinder;
Jennifer Carrico
This category contained some very well-written, interesting articles.
Many rather dry topics were made interesting with the use of photos and
a creative approach. The best submissions featured a compelling headline and introduction, contained no grammatical errors, conformed with
AP style, and used relevant examples to make their points. Entrants who

did not follow submission guidelines were not disqualified,
but when everything else was equal, those who took the time and trouble to follow the rules were given the edge over those who did not.
Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine
This is a very detailed, interesting and informative article to help mare
owners prepare for the birth of foals. Pictures and cutlines support and/or
complement text. Flow is good; the information is easy to understand
even for someone who has never owned horses.

Dairy Today
Nice intro. Story flows well, and use of examples does good job of supporting points. Photos from inside the dairy draw reader into story and
create interest in topic. Adding more information at end about the PeopleFirst program was a nice touch.

High Plains Journal
Good intro and description of Rick Jackson’s efforts to improve efficiency. This article is interesting and makes a compelling case for the
riser slug bar in hay grinders. One awkwardly written cutline was the
only thing standing in the way of this article taking second place in this
category.

Category 24: Marketing Article, Non-Association
1st: Progressive Farmer/DTN; “Cows Rule”; Victoria G. Myers
2nd: Progressive Farmer/DTN; “Go For Choice”; Victoria G. Myers
HM: Dairy Today; “Controlling Our Risk”; Cathy Merlo
While all entries in this category provided quality information, it was the
well-crafted leads in the top entries that separated the straw from the
chaff. Those leads grabbed my attention and made me want to read
more, and more. But leads weren’t everything. Crisp, tight writing followed throughout the copy, keeping me interested in reading and learning more. Multiple sources and sidebars are a plus. Breaking up copy
into smaller chunks always helps a reader get through the story and
makes it less daunting to read. Marketing stories can be a challenge to
read and write. Keep looking for ways to DO that and don’t follow an almost formulaic style that too often can resemble a university news release format.

Category 25: Technical Article, Non-Association
1st: Beef Today; “Choose Sires Wisely”; Sara Brown
2nd: American Farriers Journal; “The Mystery of Moisture and the
Equine Foot”; Pat Tearney
HM: Tri-State Livestock News; “Beef Cattle Muscle and Marbling Development”; Steve Paisley
The top two stories in the technical writing category were very close in
their placing. Both tackled important technical challenges among their
readers, presenting good science, good sources — giving readers valuable advice. The pieces made good use of sidebars, charts and links to
additional web resources — all great for the skimming reader to allow
multiple points of entry into a story. No writer should ever think his/her
story is so good that readers will go from beginning to end, hence the
reason to highlight good info in bite-sized chunks in any given story. It’s
good to see a few magazines tackling key technical stories, but there
were too few entries in this category.

Category 26 : Features/Human Interest, Non-Association
1st place: Cactus Flower Communications; “Building a Major League
Herd”; Katrina Huffstutler
2nd place: Lessiter Publications; “Matty Spinelli: Farrier with a Hammer
Hand”; Red Renchin
HM: Dairy Today; “Nowhere But Up”; Linda Leak
There was no shortage of interesting stories in this category. Strong
leads and interesting quotes set the award winners apart. Some of the
stories could have been made stronger with judicious editing. A good
writer doesn’t need to include every detail from their notes to convey a
complete story.

Category 27: Instructional Story, Non-Association
1st: Dairy Today; Obamacare Here To Stay; Jim Dickrell
2nd: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Craig Cameron- Training Insights; Cynthia McFarland - Writer, Christine Hudson - Photographer
HM: Beef Today; Teach Her the Way; Sara Brown
Writers addressed pertinent topics and provided readers with thorough
answers. Information was presented in clear, concise sentences and directives were very easy to understand.

Category 28: Producer/Farm/Ranch Profile
1st: Dairy Today; From Cow to Cup; Jim Dickrell
2nd: The Progressive Farmer/DTN; Gambling on Grass; Victoria Myers
HM: Ozarks Farm and Neighbor- Missouri; Show Ring and Pail Success;
Lynzee Glass
An extremely tough category that came down to a hard decision. The
winning entry was an article that was well organized and written in a
style that made you feel you were a part of the family operation that was
featured. As you read it, it would pique my interest, raise a question in
my mind and then it was if the author knew what I was thinking and the
next sentence would answer it. The others in this category were all interesting. A few could have been shortened or at least included a sidebar to
break up the information. Didn’t find any typos but there were a few
places (example: use of lb. vs pound) that was a different style than I am
used to.
Overall great writing but I like a style where the story is colorful and
brings me in to the story. The top three all accomplished it best.

Category 29: News Story
1st: High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal; “Droughts effects felt from
the cow to the feedlot”; Jennifer M. Latzke
2nd: Tri-State Livestock News; “Beef Plant Plight”; Carrie Stadheim
HM: Angus Journal; “Schmallenberg Virus”; Kasey Brown
Overall the reporters need to get a couple more interviews and use documents more in the news stories.
That being said, the breadth of the stories and expertise required to report on some of the topics was impressive.
High Plains/Midwest Ag Journal
This was an illuminating, in-depth piece that followed the impact of the
ongoing drought through the food chain of production and processing.
Well-reported and well-written, put the drought’s effects in context with
overall statistics and focused interviews.
Tri-State Livestock News
This was a fascinating piece of enterprise reporting that got behind the
story of a news reports on a bankrupt beef packing plant - and the government subsidies and visa program that apparently set up the plant for
failure. The reporting and interviews were balanced without letting opinion overwhelm the facts and it is hoped that some of the intriguing findings in the story are followed up.
Angus Journal
It was terrific to see a well-research article that gives advanced notice
on a dangerous virus to herds that has always struck cattle in Europe.
The writing was clear and to the point on reproductive diseases with a
valuable sidebar on how to combat these diseases
Category 30: Editorial
1st: Dairy Today; “You Might Now Believe This”; Jim Dickrell,
2nd: Progressive Cattleman/Progressive Publishing; “We are all responsible for Washington’s mess”; David Cooper
HM: Progressive Cattleman/Progressive Publishing; “Producers take
right course on beta-agonists”; David Cooper
Top placing entries did an excellent job emphasizing their opinions and
calling the reader to action as outlined in the guidelines. They stood out
among the other entries which lacked these components. In general
many of the entries may have fit better in a regular column or a story
category. Top entries also dealt with very current and in some cases
controversial topics and found a way to really challenge the reader to
action.

Category 31: Regular Column
1st: High Plains Journal/Midwest Ag Journal; Holly Martin
2nd: Gelbvieh Journal; Breed Promotion Minute; Frank Padilla
HM: Dairy Today; Jim Dickrell
A good number of entries in this category and some interesting columns.
However, within columns there was lack of focus or strong leads and
conclusions. Some lacked ties to the publication focus or the headline
they presented. The top entries were creative, tied their comments clearly
back to the mission of the column topic which drew the reader into an
educational and interesting column that readers would seek out regularly.

In the next four categories there were some great articles that were very
close and the placings came down to having to seek out even the smallest
mistake. Some stories were a bit long for the topic that was being covered but all were interesting story ideas that I’m sure your readers enjoyed. I would like to see more pull out quotes to add some interest and
draw the reader in. Really liked those articles that had sidebars and/or a
shorter “article within an article.” I did see a few AP Style errors in
some of the stories but very few so that is a compliment to all writers, authors and editors. Great job to some really good writing.
Category 32: In-Depth Reporting, single article
1st: Progressive Farmer/DTN; “EPA Makes a Mess”; Victoria G. Myers
2nd: Dairy Today; “The Greek Yogurt Revolution; Cathy Merlo
Category 33: In-Depth Reporting, multiple article
1st: High Plains/Midwest Ag Journal; “Story of a Steak”; Martha Mintz
2nd: Hereford World; “Spotlight on Service”; Angie Stump Denton, Sara
Gugelmeyer and Christy Couch Lee
HM: Western Livestock Journal; “COOL” series; Traci Eatherton

Category 34: Commentary or Essay
1st: Angus Journal; “Fostering a Vision of Success”; Shuana Rose Hermel
2nd: Kansas Stockman; “No Common Ground”; Todd Domer
HM: High Plains/Midwest Ag Journal; “All that is right with 4-H”; Holly
Martin
Category 35: Miscellaneous Writing
1st: High Plains/Midwest Ag Journal; “The things we ask guys to do”;
Jennifer Latzke
2nd: Certified Angus Beef LLC; “Day in the Life” series; Bryan Schaaf
and Miranda Reiman

Category 36: 4-color, Full page Livestock Sale Ad
1st: Hereford World/Hereford Publications Inc.; The “Brand That Works”
Production Sale; Hereford Publications Inc. staff
2nd: Ranch House Designs, Inc.; Topline Blue Ribbon Sale; Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
The two winners in this category used gorgeous imagery to catch the
reader’s eye and draw him in. Clear messaging and call to action, so
crucial in this category, provided all information the reader needed. The
ads were carefully mounted according to entry guidelines and forms
were typed neatly and included a clear objective for the ad. One note regarding the Hoffman Ranch entry (Tonya Perez): The phrase, “A Visionaries Opportunity” should contain an apostrophe, but even then it has a
plural/singular problem. A better, less awkward choice would have been
“A Visionary’s Opportunity.” Always proofread before printing!
Hereford World
The first thing you see on this ad is the attention-getting main picture. I
like the way the eyes are looking right at the reader. Headline and text
contain a very clear message and the type color makes it easy to read.
All information the reader needs is right there, easy to find. Contact info
at bottom is also easy to read. The small screened back photo of the herd
standing behind the Mill Creek Hereford Ranch sign at the bottom is a
nice touch. Nice job on the ad and its presentation.

Ranch House Designs
Very nice treatment of the two pictures. The eye-catching picture of the
heifer (love the grass on her nose!) juxtaposed with the photo of the Top
Line Farm sign resonates while providing a sense of place for the reader.
The headline and text contains a clear message and call to action,
though the font used for the sale updates website is a bit difficult to read.
The all-important contact information near the bottom appears in the
same font. It is hard on the eyes; I would recommend using easy-to-read
fonts for phone numbers, websites and email addresses. For example,
though the type at the very bottom is extremely tiny, it communicates better (except for the all-caps part) than the type above it. Nicely mounted.
Category 37: 4-color, Full Page Ad for Ranch or Farm
1st: Ranch House Designs; V8 Ranch Cow Families; Rachel Cutrer
2nd: Filament Marketing, LLC and Distillery Design Studio; Hampel
“Rely” Print Advertisement; Filament Marketing, LLC and Destillery
Design Studio
HM: Illinois Beef / Illinois Beef Association; November/December 2013
Back Cover; Jill Johnson
HM: Gelbvieh World/ American Gelbvieh Association; Ridinger Cattle
Company; Lynn Valentine
This was a tough category to judge, as it contained so many worthy submissions. Winning entries in this category contained simple and clear
messaging and compelling photos. Headlines worked with imagery to
catch the reader’s eye and pull him in. Readers who want more information should find that easily, and each winner accomplished that nicely.
Correct mounting and form completion gave these the edge. One note regarding the ad for First Down Dash for Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine (Ben Hudson): A note on the back of this entry states that First
Down Dash is “the all-time leading Quarter Horse sire,” yet this information appears nowhere on the ad. Why not? It seems important, as if it
might even be a game-changer.
Ranch House Designs
This ad had a simple, clear message and call to action. It met its objective perfectly, working as a teaser and invitation to visit booth and receive a Reference Guide and gift. All contact information was included,
and the photo background provided a rich, warm background for the
text. Very effective. Nicely mounted according to guidelines laid out.
Filament Marketing
Strong headline and picture work together to pull reader in. Photo gives
sense of vulnerability alluded to in headline. Message is clear and succinct. Contact information is included for more information. The viewer
whose eyes linger on the ad is rewarded with a subtle brand image at the
bottom of the page. Nicely mounted following guidelines provided.
Illinois Beef magazine
This ad is a nice reminder that ranches count on their customers for their
success. A nice picture at the top provides a reminder of Perks Ranch’s
presence at the show; the headline and text acknowledges the ranch’s appreciation of its valued buyers. An invitation to come to next year’s show
(including the date so readers can put it on their calendar) and easy to
find contact information round out the friendly vibe of this nicely
mounted entry.
Honorable mention: Gelbvieh World
The color scheme, rough-and-tumble graphics and interesting font
choices make this an eye-catching advertisement. Any more text and the
fonts would have been too much, but with its simple message and easy
way to find out more, this ad did its job. Nicely mounted with black base
that framed the ad well.
Category 38 : 4 color Full page ad
1st: Filament Marketing, LLC and Distillery Design Studio; AMPLI-Calf
Grower – “There’s Still Room to Grow”
2nd : Ranch House Designs; RHD: We Know Cattle Advertising
HM: Gelbvieh World/American Gelbvieh Association; Gelbvieh Sales
Overall a good group with some strong contenders for the top spot. I
chose the Filament Marketing entry over the others because it gave me a
reason to choose them. Told me why they are better.
1st Place: Filament Marketing

Clean messaging, and gave the customer a reason to choose them. Provided benefits to understand with an image that matched. Layout and use
of typography needs work.
2nd Place: Ranch House Designs
Clear message and benefits, but didn’t differentiate from competition.
Also felt the logo is too much of the layout.

Category 39: 4 color less than full page
1st: Gelbvieh World/American Gelbvieh Association; American Gelbvieh
Foundation
2nd: Seedstock Edge/National Swine Registry; Lawyer Showpigs
HM: Ranch House Designs; Circle A Ranch
HM: Focus Marketing Group; Circle M Farms
Gelbvieh World
Simple headline with clear message. Liked the article/ad combo. Ad tells
the advantage of AGF in a simple sentence. But poor choice of fonts and
photo for the ad. The layout leaves me, the reader, no direction.
Seedstock Edge
Imagery needs work.

Category 40: 2-color, Livestock Ad, any size
1st: Focus Marketing Group; Ford Farms Ad
This is a very artistic and visually stimulating advertisement. It can be
difficult to grab a reader’s attention with only two print colors to work
with, so the content needs to be dynamic and make the reader stop and
look it over. The way the information is laid out in a block format is what
caught my eye and intrigued me enough to look it over to find out what it
was about.

Category 41: 1-color, Livestock Ad, any size
1st:Ranch House Designs, Inc.; V8 Ranch
This is a very nice ad. It really captures the beauty and majestic quality
of the animal. It almost feels that the use of black and white in the ad is
more of a design choice rather than a cost factor.

Category 42: Livestock Advertiser Campaign
1st:Ranch House Designs, Inc.; V8 Ranch 2013 Ad Campaign
The V8 Ranch ad campaign was a very large and dynamic campaign. It
covered all aspects of the V8 Ranch and highlighted many different attributes. Consistency was maintained throughout the campaign through
use of font and vibrant colors. Overall a very well done ad campaign.

Category 43: Livestock Headline
1st:Ranch House Designs, Inc.; Stepping Out in Houston
2nd: American Angus Association; The Quality Revolution Begins with
You; Eric Grant, Crystal Albers and Derrick Collins
A headline really needs to jump out and grab the reader. It should give
the reader a reason to continue looking at the ad or article. The first
place headline is unique, fun and different. The second place headline
gives the reader a reason to continue reading to find out how the reader
plays a part in the revolution.

Category 44: Multiple page Livestock Ad
1st: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Goal to Raise A Million; Copywriter: Ben Hudson; Designer: Staci Fox
2nd: 5 Gallon Creative; Limousin: The Natural Genetic Advantage for
Yield; Katie Songer
HM: Quarter Horse TRACK Magazine; Leading Sire of Millionaires;
Copywriter: Ben Hudson
There is only one ad in this category that makes a clear statement about
why I should pay attention in the headline. And then it supported the claims.
The Limousin ad would have been a stronger contender had it kept the
statements more simple and created hierarchy in their presentation.
Category 45: Logo Design
HM: Filament Marketing; Dairy Calf and Heifer Association logo

HM: 5 Gallon Creative; Regina Spring Steer and Heifer Show logo
HM: The Cattleman magazine/Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers
Association; Cattle Raisers Convention logo
Designer: Linda Lee
Logos need to be unique, pleasing, memorable, simple and impactful.
None reached a positive in any of the entries. The Dairy Calf and Heifer
Association logo was the closest to achieving this.

Category 46: Brochures, Flyers, and Direct Mail Pieces
1st: Gelbvieh World; Southern Balancer Brochure; Jennifer Scharpe
2nd: Filament Marketing, LLC; Accuration Block Launch Brochure
HM: The Cattleman magazine/ Texas and Southern Cattle Raisers Association; TSCRA is connecting Cattlemen like never before; Writer: Ellen
H. Brisendine; Designer: Linda Lee
Overall a good category. There are several pieces in this group with very
nice designs. However, at the end of the day people do not make buying
choices on design. The piece I chose as winner is not in the top 5 for design.
However, it’s the only piece that quickly and clearly gave the main message
and reasons for choosing their product. First questions I ask when picking
up a piece is “What are you for?” and “Why are you better?”
Note: I felt the Ranch House Designs : V8 Ranch 2013 Herd Reference
Guide, was out of place in this category, but it was a strong piece.
Gelbvieh World; Southern Balancer Brochure; Jennifer Scharpe
Clear message with supporting impact statements. Design is dated and
needs better layout.
Filament Marketing, LLC; Accuration Block Launch Brochure
Good info, but needs more differentiation in a clear message.

Category 47: Sale Catalogs, 4-color text pages
1st: AgTown Technologies; C&M Herefords Bull Sale Catalog; AgTown
Technologies
2nd: Hereford Productions, Inc.; Genetic Selection XI Sale Catalog; Hereford Productions, Inc. staff
HM: 5 Gallon Creative; Southern Angus A.I Influence Bull & Female
Sale Catalog; 5 Gallon Creative
Over all the entries were very nice pieces.
Agtown Technologies entry rose to the top because of its clean and clear
layout and design. It also had sufficient content to educate the buyer.
Second place had a clean and easy inside to read, but did not like the
cover. Honorable Mention entry had a really nice cover and very pleasing colors were used throughout. Just a nice catalog but not quite worthy of first place.
Two other entries had very attractive covers, but they were extremely
busy and challenging to read.
Category 48: Sale Catalogs, less-than-4-color text pages
1st: Cattle Business Weekly; Blacktop Farms Paving the Way Sale; Mary
Ravellette
2nd: Cattle Business Weekly; Driscoll Cattle Company Sale Catalog;
Mary Ravellette
Only two in this category but considerably different in both color and
size. Catalogs can’t really be jazzed up too much other than the cover.
The photos in the catalogs is what really set the two entries apart. Although you can’t always control quality of photos – it really does affect
look and feel of catalog.

Category 49: Annual Reports
1st: American Angus Association; Fiscal year 2013 Annual Report; Carrie
Heitman – Designer; Jena McRell - Writer
2nd: Hereford World; Hereford Demand; Hereford World Staff
HM: Gelbvieh World; American Gelbvieh Association; Jennifer Scharpe
The purpose of an annual report is to update and inform the member
what is happening within the organization throughout the year and depth
of activities. Angus gives more in-depth details about the variety of activities and business they conduct. All three contain financials which is
very important in an annual report.
No contact information in the Honorable Mention entry. First place does
not have complete contact information in order to call if I wanted to.
First and second were close but first was chosen because of its more in
depth coverage of activities. 2nd place is very attractive but needs more
information. Honorable Mention was worthy of Honorable Mention but
was just not the caliber of other two.

Category 50: Miscellaneous Design
1st: 5 Gallon Creative; “Partners in Sustainability” Pop-up banners
2nd: High Plains Journal; Story of a Steak insert; Amanda Johnson
This is a very difficult category to judge because of the wide range of entries. All the entries were excellent pieces and wonderful examples of
creative and artistic design.
5 Gallon
Cohesive but could also stand alone. Very clear message.
High Plains Journal
Very nice and well designed. Message is clear and educational.

Category 51: Publication Web site, Non-Association
1st: Progressive Dairyman
2nd: Western Livestock Journal
When I first looked at the print outs, my first thought was “What a
mess”! So I pulled the entries up on the internet and found it to be better
than I expected. While they both obviously are supported by ads, I’d like
to see a little more organization on the home page. A cluttered website,
especially the home page can be frustrating for the user. However if
these sites are used regularly by someone the user probably learns where
to click for the info they are looking for. With the second place, I do like
the tabs repeated at the bottom so I don’t always have to go to the top.
It’s second mainly because the first place has just a little less confusion.
Just a little.

Category 52: Association Web site
1st: Ranch House Designs, Inc.; www.texasyouthlivestock.com; Ranch
House Designs, Inc.
While this entry did not have any competition, we feel it is still deserving
of first place recognition. It certainly is full of information and well organized for the quantity that is included. Like the silhouettes at the top
and the way they work to hover and connect to the species. All in all this
is a complex site but definitely has information that its users would find
very valuable. I bet it has a lot of views.
Category 53: Breeder Web site
1st: AgTown Technologies; www.DiamondPeakCattle.com; AgTown
Technologies
2nd: Ranch House Designs, Inc.; www.CircleARanch.com; Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
Every website should have an “About Us” (or similar) tab. Period.
When I come to sites of this kind I want to learn more about the background of the operation. Make it personal for me and invite me in for a
cup of coffee. There were five in this category and the top two allowed
me to do that. While reading about champions is definitely a part of
these sites, all were good about showing the quality of their operations
so I wouldn’t hesitate to buy from any of them. The winning site had
nice, pleasing colors, easy navigation and welcomed me to their place. I
really liked the menu on the left side which made me comfortable with
knowing what was offered on the site and I didn’t have to dig to find information. Second was close.
Sadly a top contender in the category didn’t have a working site.

Category 54: Livestock-affiliated Web site, Association
1st: Ranch House Designs, Inc; www.okyouthexpo.com; Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
2nd: Ranch House Designs, Inc.; www.herefordbeef.org; Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
A really tough category and all could be considered a top placing. The
winning entry wins because of the vastness of the information and the organization. Obviously this event is a big one which means it was probably a nightmare to get this site started. The flash portion of it also helps
take it and the second place to the top as well. The others in the category
are still very good and also contain some great follow up from their
events, these other two excel for first and second place.

